
HAROLD PURPLE CRAYON WRITING ACTIVITY ESL

Harold and the Purple Crayon by Crockett Johnson. Students will use the reading strategy Sketch-to-Stretch to develop
concepts, summarize information heard and retell the story through drawing. Introduce the book, Harold and Purple
Crayon by, Crockett Johnson.

Younger kids can dictate. Then ask, when you listen to a story how many of you close your eyes and picture
what is happening? Stop a few times at the beginning of the book and ask what they are drawing. Add paint to
the dish. Retelling Overview and Purpose: Students will use the reading strategy Sketch-to-Stretch to develop
concepts, summarize information heard and retell the story through drawing. It has a plot chart, venn diagram,
KWL chart, two mini book report organizers, a character analysis chart, a plot outline chart, and a reading
response sheet where students can record facts while reading. Circles, squares, rectangles, triangles Glue and
glue sticks Purple odds and ends beads, buttons, etc. To motivate children to ask them if they like to draw.
Give each child one or two animals telling them that they are going to help you decide if these animals live on
land or in water. Give each student a piece of black paper and each group a pile of purple shapes. Once they
can read well, they can do anything. Tell the students that will have to listen carefully to the story that is going
to be read because they will be drawing what they hear. Want more info on our preschool and kindergarten
curriculum? Students also: Compared drawings with one another Orally shared their opinion when retelling
the story through the drawing Drew a picture of what they thought happened in the book by using elements in
the story Continue Reading. Kids can learn more about forests in the kids' section of the U. Tell the children
that they will be using their imagination when you read a story to them. Then have them close their eyes and
try and picture a horse next to a barn. Policemen- Harold draws a policeman to ask for help to find his way
home. Objectives and Goals: Present personal responses to literature that make reference to characters, plot,
and theme. Anything else they get by looking at books, observing the world, asking questions and vicariously
through the learning of siblings. As he draws with his purple crayon, he creates an adventure for himself. Tell
students that they will get a chance to add details later. Crafts and Fun Crayon craft- Recycle broken crayons
into cool shapes. I had two children start at both three and four and one at five. Add the large and small barns
to a box or the board you are using. If you are in a rush skip this, just grab the animals and make two piles! If
you have their attention take the time to ask if they know another word for large. Could some shapes be bigger
or smaller? Invite each child one at a time to add their animal s to the right size barn. After reading the book,
have the kids place the events in the order that Harold drew them. Try to keep cutting to a minimum. As you
read through the book, have kids identify which events could really happen and which are totally
make-believe. Language Arts Real vs. Which activity is up to you; as they're so very versatile, you can do
virtually anything with them! Add a small amount of both colors in the ziplocs. Have the students observe
how each child has their own perception of what happened in the story. What color was the barn? Place
several large shapes on the board and have the students suggest what they could be. Powered by Blogger.
Secure with duct tape. Tell the students that today they get to be color scientists and they will be making
purple. After all the animals have been sorted count the animals together as a group.


